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ABSTRACT 
 

Using the golden ratio in the old civilizations is considered a main direction of any design that has an 
authentic value and artistic sense. The old civilizations used the golden ratio in many of its architectural and 
decorative designs and furniture designs by networks that have been a direct application for that ratio. The most 
important civilizations are the old Egyptian civilization, Greek civilization and Islamic civilization. These three 
civilizations are considered the most important civilizations that established networks using science in the design, 
which depended upon that in all of its arts. So, it was important studying the way of using these civilizations for 
the golden ratio in building its designing networks, trying to conclude the designing relationships resulting from 
its using in each civilization and extent of success of applying that upon the contemporary designs.   
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Introduction 
 

The pro-rata principle is the main criterion of design in all of the ancient civilizations starting from the 
Egyptian civilization that left many of the effects in all fields of arts, architecture, interior design and furniture. All 
of them are based upon engineering and calculating systems, its basis is pro-rata. They reached to engineering 
relationships and designing networks that made a civilization that is mother of the ancient civilizations. Do not say 
about it power of the Greek civilization where the genius Euclides in 300 B.C. several of important engineering 
and calculating that assisted the designer upon achieving the greatest designs. But the Islamic civilization 
including tremendous momentum of wonderful heritage in all fields of architecture to interior design and furniture 
design and terminating with the Islamic ornaments. All of them are based upon calculating and engineering 
theories based upon using the pro-rata principle. Its most important principle that is the golden ratio is used, in a 
way created several of marvelous designing relationships that constituted infinite designs that made it one of the 
most important and most successful ancient civilizations in this field. 

 
Different uses for golden ratio derivatives in the ancient civilizations: 

 
Pro-rata laws are multiplied in the civilizations. All of them participated in one common factor that is all of 

them are derived from the golden ratio. It is admirable that each of them used the golden ratio itself but in different 
style resulted in a different group of the designing relationships that distinguished each civilization than the other 
one where this research seeks to identify these relationships and difference aspects between them. These laws are 
the following: 

 
First: ancient Egyptian civilization: 

 
There are many of laws specialized for pro-rata that depends upon the golden ratio used by the ancient 

Egyptian including: Small arm - Royal arm - Longitude - division - Netting division. 
 

Second: ancient Greek civilization: 
 
The Greek used many of theories specialized for pro-rata that depended upon the golden ratio that based upon 

several of the designs in different fields of art including: 
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- Pythagoras' theories in pro-rata (musical ratio theories – Pythagoras fourfold theory) - Euclides theories 
for proportionality – golden sector ratio (engineering theories). 

 
Third: ancient Islamic civilization: 

 
The Muslim artist and designer used several of the previous ratios used by the ancient civilizations but in 

different style including: 
Engineering sequences – ideal ratios – golden ratios – using the square – golden rectangle – fifth root 

rectangle – golden sector - Pythagoras' quadripartite – proportional Safa brothers system. 
 

The designing relationships resulting from using the design fundamentals in the ancient civilizations: 
 
The designing relationships with authentic and distinguished values for the ancient civilizations are 

multiplied and differed. For instance, the designing relationships resulting from designing an ancient Egyptian 
temple façade differs from that is resulting from designing an Egyptian furniture unit too, than that is resulted 
from designing some of the decorative units in the same civilization. 

Also, it differs from one civilization to the other. Determining category of these relationships depends upon 
extent of its domination in the design. 

Hence, we should identify the designing relationships for some design that it is: (outcome of using certain 
designing bases on designing some area leads to manifesting authentic values by themselves where they would 
have the domination in this design). Using the golden ratio in each of the architectural, interior and decorative 
design in the three ancient civilizations that have an imprint in the humanity history such as the ancient Egyptian, 
Greek, Roman and Islamic civilization led to creating several of the successful designing relationships that 
differed in each civilization according to the design fundamentals distinguished by that civilization in a way led to 
difference of the feature in each of these civilizations than the others in spite of proving the factory of using the 
golden ratio in a way gives for its use the magic imprint for multiplication of successful relationships in each 
civilization. 

For instance, the common, powerful and successful designing relationships in the three major civilizations 
are (exchange and repetition), sometimes contiguity and overlapping. By the analytical study, we can touch 
synchronism of existence of these relationships with using pro-rata rules especially the golden ratio in the design 
and also difference of the design bases supporting that in each civilization than the other one. 

 
Concluding the designing relationships resulting from using the golden ratio in the ancient civilizations: 

 
First: the ancient Egyptian civilization: 

 
The following Figure (1) clarifies the horizontal projection for Horus temple in Edffo. The above planning 

clarifies using the designer for the golden ratio in designing the projection. By analyzing the designing 
relationships generated from the design, we find that there is rhythmic degradation resulted from using the golden 
rectangle and also the symmetry around the horizontal pivot. But the Figure (2) is a ledge on the form of Copra 
decorations over cornice. It was divided with the golden ratio and its derivatives. It was resulted several of the 
successful designing relationships including overlapping. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: The horizontal projection for Horus                 Fig. 2: a ledge of Copra decorations over Egyptian cornice. 
     temple in Edffo. 
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But the Figure (3) is for some of the ancient Egyptian furniture pieces. Its design is ratios and measurements 
specialized for the Ancient Egyptians. It was derived also from the golden ratio. Both designs contained several of 
the successful designing relationships including contiguity, overlapping, symmetry and repetition.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3: chairs from the modern state that ratios were used in its design. 
 

Second: ancient Greek civilization: 
 
The following Figure (4) clarifies the front façade for Parthenon temple near Acrobol. It is surrounded by 

golden rectangle as we see in analysis of the facade. It consists of several of other rectangles. All of that contained 
several of designing relationships that gave it marvelous authentic values including symmetry and repetition 
where it seems as if the golden ratio has automatic renewal in each of addition or subtraction process, meaning 
that if a square is deduced from the golden rectangle, the rectangle will remain also golden. Consequently, it 
results these marvelous authentic relationships. Also, the horizontal projection for the Greek temple in diagram 
(4) that holds the same authentic values resulted from using pro-rata in the horizontal division. 

 

 
Fig. 4: the horizontal projection and the façade specialized for Parthenon temple and analysis of the ratios used in  
            the design 

 
Third: ancient Islamic civilization : 

 
But the Islamic civilization invented in using the golden ratio and its derivatives in all of its designs that 

followed engineering systems and bases specialized for it in the way of its handling for the vocabulary. It was 
resulted unique variance in the designs and the relationships resulted from that, where special relationships were 
emerged including collaboration, contiguity, overlapping, repetition and interaction. With each design, many 
permutations emerge for several of more powerful designs with designing relationships hold marvelous authentic 
values. We remark that in the following Figures (5, 6). 
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Fig. 5: The vertical and horizontal projections for mosque and school of Sultan Qaitbay and the ratios used in the  
           design. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6: window of Sultan Barkouk's grave in the Mamluk age, some of the furniture units and analysis of the ratios  
            specialized   for its design 
Conclusion: 

 
As conclusion, using the golden ratio and its derivatives in the ancient civilizations lead to several important 

results. 
 

Results of the research: 
 
 The three powerful ancient civilizations divided using the golden ratio and its derivatives in its designs. 
 Using the engineering ratios created several of different designing relationships that distinguished these 

designs and gave it eternal authentic values. 
 The different designing relationships resulted in uniqueness for each civilization than its equivalents in 

spite of proving using these ratios in a way proved richness of using it in the designing relationships. 
 

Recommendations of the research: 
 
 The Researcher recommends using the golden ratio and its derivatives as a basis in the contemporary 

designs in order to achieve the good relationships between the design vocabulary that exceed the authentic value 
for any design and its distinction than the other. 

 Studying the Aesthetic values in the ancient civilizations and benefiting from them in our contemporary 
designs. 
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